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Foreword
I still remember vividly how ecstatic I was when Stanley Pranin first
showed me the book titled Budo written by the Founder Morihei Ueshiba. I
felt convinced that this book was the only document that could validate my
aikido and that the founder had come to assist me. I hoped it wasnt just a
dream.
Around that time, there were those who referred to my aikido as Saitoryu aikido. I wanted to answer them saying that it wasnt true and that my
aikido is Ueshiba Morihei-ryu. It was very difficult to restrain myself. In the
early 1960s, even though the Founder was still enjoying good health, he did
not teach weapons or basic taijutsu techniques anywhere other than Iwama.
His teaching elsewhere consisted mainly of demonstration-like performances
with little explanation. This is why my aikido was misunderstood as I have
mentioned above.
Since I discovered Budo, I have always kept it at hand wherever I have
gone. I think I was given the mission of introducing the Founders techniques to as many people as possible because I am entrusted with his dojo.
Fortunately, the techniques I learned directly from the Founder over many
years are nearly the same as the basics presented in Budo.
For this reason, I was delighted to accept the invitation to demonstrate
and explain the techniques of Budo for the next book in my technical series
Takemusu Aikido published by Aiki News.
Aikido is a martial art created by the Founder Morihei Ueshiba. I will be
very pleased if this book can provide a helpful reference for those who
believe that the Founders basic techniques should be the starting point
for their practice of aikido.
Morihiro Saito
at the Aiki Shrine,
May 1999
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Editor's Note
I have long wished to undertake together with Morihiro Saito Shihan this
project of presenting Morihei Ueshibas Budo to a worldwide audience. Saito
Shihan is eminently qualified to provide a detailed view of the historical evolution of aikido technique having lived and trained at the Founders side in
Iwama for more than 20 years.
This special edition of the Takemusu Aikido technical series presents an
historical overview of the Founders aikido techniques from the time of the
mid-1930s through the Iwama period following World War II. It is based on
technical material contained in the manual entitled Budo published in 1938
by Morihei Ueshiba supplemented by the detailed commentary of Morihiro
Saito Shihan.
I would like to express my gratitude to Hitohiro Saito Shihan, 6th dan, for
his cooperation in demonstrating many of the techniques covered in this
volume. Special thanks also go to Jöran Fagerlund and Daniel Toutain, both
high-ranking students of Saito Sensei, for their assistance in taking ukemi
for the technical sequences of this book.
Finally, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Sonoko Tanaka for
her outstanding work in editing and translating the text in coordination with
Saito Sensei. Aiki News Japanese editor Ikuko Kimura also reviewed and
edited the final manuscript.
It is my hope that the publication of this book will contribute greatly to
the preservation and dissemination of the Founders technical legacy.
Stanley A. Pranin
Editor-in-chief, Aikido Journal
May 1, 1999
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Introduction to Budo
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Introduction to Budo
Anyone attending a seminar conducted by Morihiro Saito
Sensei in the last few years will have noted him frequently referring to a small illustrated manual. In fact, Saito Sensei will often
open this booklet to the page illustrative of his teaching point
and walk from student to student showing the technique in question for a brief moment. He will repeat over and over, O-Sensei!
O-Sensei!, as if to validate his technical explanation with the
stamp of approval of the ultimate authorityMorihei Ueshiba,
the Founder of aikido. What is this modest technical compendium that Saito Sensei consults constantly and holds in such
high regard?
The book is entitled simply Budo and was published in 1938
by Morihei Ueshiba in his private capacity. Budo was virtually
unknown outside of the inner circles of the Aikikai Hombu Dojo
until its re-discovery was announced in November 1981 in
the magazine Aiki News. During an interview conducted shortly
before the article appeared, Zenzaburo Akazawa, a prewar disciple of Morihei Ueshiba, produced a copy of the rare technical
manual. Akazawa stated that only a few hundred copies of Budo
were distributed and that it served as a training aid and fundraising device during the difficult years of the prewar era.

Contents of Budo
Budo measures 18 x 26.7 cm and contains 50 pages
divided into two parts. The first section consists of a
one-page composition titled Dobun (Essay of the Way),
followed by 26 doka (songs or poems), a two-page table
of contents, and an eight-page essay titled The Essence
of Techniques. The second part presents 50 techniques
demonstrated by Morihei Ueshiba in 119, 5.3 cm square
photographs. The technical material covered includes
preparatory exercises, basic techniques, knife (tantodori)
and sword-taking techniques (tachidori), sword vs.
sword forms (ken tai ken), mock-bayonet (juken) techniques, and finishing exercises (shumatsu dosa). Budo
is the only work on aikidoUeshibas art was actually
called aiki budo at this stagein which the Founder

w¹xæè
Specimen page from Budo
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Introduction to Budo
personally appears demonstrating techniques. Ueshibas training partners in the book are his son Kisshomaru, Gozo Shioda
who would later create Yoshinkan Aikidoand a third man
named Okubo about whom little is known.
The circumstances surrounding the publication of Budo were
alluded to briefly in a 1987 interview with Kisshomaru Ueshiba,
the son of the Founder. He remarks, Budo was published as a
textbook when my father was teaching Prince Kaya. For that
reason, a staff officer came to take pictures. My father didnt
give this book as a license but presented it to those intellectuals
who practiced very hard at the dojo and to those by whom he was
helped in his daily life. (see Aiki News 79, p. 35, January 1988)
The specifics of the association between the Founder and Prince
Kaya are not known. However, some biographical data on this
descendant of royal lineage is available and, pieced together with
other bits of historical information, it is possible to make several
relevant observations.

Prince Kaya
Prince Kaya, whose Japanese name was, Tsunenori
Kayanomiya, was born in January, 1900. He was the first
son of Prince Kuninori Kayanomiya. The Kayanomiya family
was established as an independent family lineage in 1900.
At the age of 14, Tsunenori attended the Army Central Preparatory School and was groomed for a military career. He later
attended the Army Officers School and the Army College. As
an army officer, his impressive resume includes the following
posts: Commanding Officer of the Cavalry Regiment, Superintendent of the Army Toyama School, and Superintendent of
the Army College. He rose ultimately to the rank of LieutenantGeneral in the Imperial Japanese Army and was later awarded
the Grand Order of the Chrysanthemum, Third Rank. Also, he
was a first cousin of Nagako Kuninomiya, the mother of the
present Emperor Akihito, who married the Showa Emperor,
Hirohito, in 1924.
Prince Kaya served as Superintendent of the Army Toyama
School in Tokyo from 1942-43. The tradition at the school was

Takemusu Aikido Special Edition
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¤Rm¯ÆwZÖWÒÌÔÉ
¨pÅOñÉÀÁÄ¢éÌ
ªJcAÅ·½

êz{
ÂËÌè

Toyama School, 1931. Morihei
Ueshiba seated in center dressed in
kimono and flanked by army officers
and staff of the army school

êz{P¤i¾¡ 33 N`ºa 53 NjÍAêz{
ÉÌè

 ÉÌÝâ

M¤Ì·jÅA
M¤©gÍv{©F¤Ìæñq
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ºÌ²ê°Å è 1924 NÉºaVcTmaºÆ¥
³ê½Av{ÇqÜaºÌ]ZíÉ½éB
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Introduction to Budo

Ü\ãÌêz{
Prince Kaya in his 50s

ºa 17 N ¤RËRwZ·ã
Prince Kaya when Superintendent of Toyama School, 1942

for superintendents to serve one-year terms. One of Prince Kayas
predecessors was General Makoto Miura who held the same post
sometime in the early 1930s. Morihei Ueshiba was a regular
instructor at the Toyama School in the 30s and early 40s and
received an honorarium for his services. It is worthy of mention that General Miura had studied under Sokaku Takeda as
a young man before later becoming a student of Ueshiba around
1930. Miura emerged a hero during the Russo-Japanese War
when he ignored a stab wound to the chest and continued
cutting down enemy soldiers with his sword. After first doubting Ueshibas authenticity as a martial artist, Miura eventually became one of his staunchest supporters. Ueshibas procurement of a teaching post at the Toyama School was possibly due to his association with Miura.
Given the fact that Prince Kaya received instruction from
Ueshiba at the time of publication of Budo as stated by
Kisshomaru and his royal lineage, it seems perfectly fitting that
the manual Budo was prepared on his behalf.
By 1938, the year of the publication of Budo, the Kobukan
Dojo of Ueshiba in Tokyo which had been a lively center of
training, had quieted down considerably. One by one students
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were lost to the war effort. Most of the old live-in disciples who
served as teaching assistants were conscripted or volunteered
into military service and many were stationed abroad in China
and Southeast Asia. Faced with a thining teaching staff, few
students attending his private dojo, and the intensification of
Japans war effort, Ueshiba spent much of his time instructing
at such military institutions as the Toyama School, Nakano Spy
School, Naval Academy, Naval War College, Army Secret Police
School, Naval Machinist and Fireman School, Army University,
and other military establishments.

Ogi no Koto and Mitsunosuke Akazawa
A few additional observations concerning Budo will serve to
paint a clearer picture of the circumstances surrounding its
publication. The handwritten inscription appearing at the end
of Mr. Akazawas copy reads, Ogi no Koto
(Secret (Martial] Principles), and is dedicated
to Mr. Mitsunosuke Akazawa on an auspicious day in June 1938. Both father and son
received copies of BudoZenzaburo was
awarded his in January 1939 but only one
has survived. The inscription is signed and
sealed by Moritaka Ueshiba, one of the three
names used by the Founder during his lifetime and one given to him by Onisaburo
Deguchi, the Omoto religious leader. By way
of comparison, another surviving copy of Budo
contains an identical inscription including the
same date, but is dedicated to Mr. Yoshitaka
Hirota, another prewar student and relative
of Ueshiba.
First, let us consider the use of the term
Ogi no Koto. This is wording used in the
cÙ¹êàíqãÌÔòPOY
Daito-ryu aikijujutsu grading system for the
1937 N
body of 36 techniques constituting the third
Zenzaburo Akazawa during his uchideshi
level of proficiency. According to Kisshomaru,
days at Kobukan Dojo, Tokyo 1937
Ueshiba received his third-level transmission
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scroll in 1922 from Sokaku Takeda. Later in the 1930s, the
Founder borrowed freely from the terminology used in the
Daito-ryu curriculum in awarding his own certifications.
Technically speaking, the term as it is used here by Ueshiba
no longer corresponds to the body of techniques of the Daitoryu classification. In fact, the Founder was not consistent in
his award of certifications during this time frame and it is
doubtful any well-defined grading system even existed at such
an early date. Moreover, it seems that most copies of Budo
were given out to Ueshibas supporters and other important
personages more than to actual practitioners.
The man to whom Zenzaburos copy of Budo is dedicated is
his father, Mitsunosuke, an Omoto believer. The Omoto religion was a Shinto-derived sect that enjoyed a huge following in
Japan from the beginning of the 1900s through 1935 until it
was brutally surpressed by the military government. Morihei
Ueshiba was an ardent follower and a member of the inner
group of associates of Onisaburo Deguchi, the charismatic
leader of the sect. The elder Akazawa was the head of the Omoto
chapter in Iwama, Ibaragi Prefecture and the local postmaster.
The church group also practiced aiki budo under the auspices
of the Dai Nippon Budo Senyokai, a national martial arts association set up by Onisaburo in 1932 whose chairman was Morihei
Ueshiba.
The aikido Founder felt a debt of gratitude to Mitsunosuke
as the latter had lent him assistance in his personal affairs. It
was Mitsunosuke who arranged the purchase of considerable
property in Iwama for Ueshiba in 1939. Ueshiba retired there
in 1942 having built a home with attached dojo and later an
Aiki Shrine. The first shrine still stands in back of a newer and
larger structure dedicated in 1964.

Technical Analysis
From a technical standpoint, Budo offers numerous insights
into the prewar martial art of Morihei Ueshiba. It provides a
capsule view of those techniques that Ueshiba considered the
basics and the way they were executed in the mid-1930s. The
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V¬@Æ
Ìgì_êYÌ
1980 N iÊ^Ej
Kashima Shinto-r yu
sword demonstration by
the late Headmaster
Koic hir o Yoshikawa
(right), c. 1980

technical descriptions offered are succinct and highly instructive. As Budo was published in 1938, the techniques covered
represent a transition phase between the Daito-ryu aikijujutsu
Ueshiba learned from Sokaku Takeda and modern aikido. Several basic techniques covered in the manualfor example,
ikkyo, iriminage, and shihonagealready bear a close similarity to those taught by the Founder in the postwar period in
Iwama. It was during these yearsroughly 1945-1955that
Ueshiba reached a level of mastery such that he could spontaneously execute techniques in any situation. This he called
takemusu aikiaiki that spawns infinite techniques.
Surprising to some will be the large number of techniques
included in Budo that are performed with weapons. Fully onethird of the book features techniques executed using the knife,
sword, spear and mock-bayonet. There are a number of identifiable influences that bear on the inclusion of these weapon
techniques. One is the fact that Ueshiba was at the very time of
the compilation of Budo experimenting with the sword techniques of the Kashima Shinto-ryu school. The manual includes
several suburi movements derived from Kashima paired-sword
(kumitachi) practices. Ueshiba, together with Zenzaburo
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Founder Morihei Ueshiba practicing
the sword with the author in Iwama,
c. 1960
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Akazawa, formally enrolled in this 500-year-old classical tradition based in Kashima, Ibaragi Prefecture in 1937. Although
Ueshiba never actually practiced at the Kashima dojo, instructors from the school visted Ueshibas dojo once a week for about a
year to teach a few students including Akazawa and Ueshibas
son, Kisshomaru. Ueshiba would keenly observe these special
training sessions and then practice on his own with students
such as his son and Akazawa who had taken lessons with the
Kashima teachers. Ueshiba would continue his experimentation
with these sword arts through approximately 1955. These constitute the root forms for the aiki ken techniques which were
subsequently systematized into their present forms by Morihiro
Saito in Iwama.
The inclusion of bayonet techniques no doubt reflects the fact
that Ueshiba was contemporaneously teaching at various military institutions including the Army Toyama School of which
Prince Kaya later served as superintendent. Such bayonet practices were de rigueur in Japanese army infantry training up
through World War II. As a young man, Ueshiba himself practiced bayonet forms intensively during his military training as
a foot soldier during the Russo-Japanese War.

Publishing History
Budo was privately published by Ueshiba in a limited edition and was not distributed through any commercial outlet.
In fact, in the publication note at the end of the book, the
indication Not for sale appears in bold type. From anecdotal
information we know that only a few hundred copies were
printed. Kisshomaru also mentioned in an interview that he
still had in his possession quite a number of uncirculated
copies of Budo. Based on this and the scant number of known
surviving copies, it is safe to assume there was only a single
printing.
For the sake of completeness, it should also be mentioned
that Ueshiba published an earlier manual in 1933. This was a
larger work titled Budo Renshu containing some 211 techniques
depicted in the form of line drawings which covered Ueshibas
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techniques of a slightly earlier period. The technical portion of
Budo Renshu was preceded by the same essay, The Essence
of Techniques, that appears in Budo. Budo Renshu was published in a bilingual Japanese-English edition in 1978 by
Minato Research and has since gone through several
reprintings.
Budo remained almost unknown in the aikido world until
the early 1980s when it was first mentioned in Aiki News and
later in other publications. For example, when Morihiro Saito,
an 8th dan at the time was shown a copy of the book, he had
been totally unaware of its existence. A number of other highranking aikido shihan who saw the book for the first time were
likewise surprised to learn it existed.
An English translation of Budo by John Stevens which featured a general historical introduction by Kisshomaru Ueshiba
was published by Kodansha in 1991. The historical circumstances

ìÔ¹êÉÄ
»¶·éSÌÊ^Ì
Ìê @1935 N
ó¯ÍÄì¬ü
One of the hundreds of
photos from the Noma
dojo series, 1935. Uke:
Shigemi Yonekawa
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surrounding its publication are not discussed in this edition. No
Japanese reprinting of Budo has been forthcoming to date.

Historical Importance
In summary, there are several reasons why the manual Budo
is of great importance to aikido history. It is the only source of
organized technical sequences demonstrated by Morihei
Ueshiba replete with explanations. Another large collection of
technical photos of Ueshiba taken at the dojo of the Kodansha
Founder Seiji Noma also survives, but these photographs dating
from 1935 have never been ordered or classified. Moreover, Budo
provides clear testimony to the eclectic nature of Ueshibas technical system that included not only hundreds of empty-handed
arts, but also numerous weapon-based techniques. Ueshibas
fascination and experimentation with weapons training lasted
most of his martial career. His training with the sword and
staff, in particular, heavily influenced his understanding of the
martial principles of body movement (taisabaki), entering (irimi),
combative distance (maai), and timing.
Although Budo was published in 1938 during the middle
phase of the development of aikido, it is surprisingly modern
in the sense that the Founder had already distanced himself
from the more rigid jujutsu techniques of the Daito-ryu school
in favor of the flowing, circular movements which would come
to characterize modern aikido as we know it today.
Stanley Pranin
May 1999
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* The use of bold italic type in the following text
denotes oral teachings of Morihei Ueshiba and cites
from the Founders 1938 Training Manual Budo. Also,
note that the main technical sequences are
designated with white numbers on a black
background while photos of alternate views and
close-ups are indicated by black numbers against a
white background.
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Commentary on the 1938
Training Manual of Morihei Ueshiba
by Morihiro Saito, 9th dan
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In the old days, the expression, open in a
roppo stance, was commonly used. However,
nowadays this stance is called hanmi. The
word roppo, meaning six directions, is used
in Kabuki, too. The expression, Step from a
roppo stance," is an example.
It appears that the Founder Morihei Ueshiba
did not use the term hanmi at the time Budo
was written, but he surely employed this term
later. When you start aikido practice as a
beginner, the first thing you will be taught is
the hanmi stance; then you will be allowed to
begin with some basic movements. Although
not a set rule, one usually starts with right
hanmi for sword practice, and with left hanmi
for taijutsu or unarmed techniques.
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Hanmi demonstrated by Founder in Shin Budo magazine, 1942
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In Budo, the following admonitions appear:
Make sure always to assume a roppo
stance upon completing a technique. Also,
You are at a disadvantage if you stand
before your partner with your whole body
facing to the front because you will be open
to many attacks in this position. What the
Founder wanted to emphasize was that it is
important to always keep your hanmi stance.
Of all of the martial arts, aikido most
emphasizes the importance of hanmi. The
Founder said, The movements of your hips
depend on the movements of your feet. If
you do not assume a correct hanmi position,
you cannot move your hips freely. Movements
executed from a hanmi stance are very logical.
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Katatedori iriminage

B

C

D

E

AB When your partner grabs your left wrist
firmly with his right hand, put ki energy into
the fingertips of your left hand and turn your
palm upward. Take a large step to your
partner's right side with your left foot, while
extending your left hand diagonally to the right.
Then grab your partner's right wrist with your
right hand and release your left hand from his
grip. At the same time, turn your body to the
right 180 degrees and look in the same
direction as your partner.
C Hold your partner's collar from behind with
your left hand. The Founder said on this point,
Bring your hand toward your chest.

D Step through with your right foot and throw
your partner as though pushing his neck down
with your inside right elbow.
E Be stable and stay in a correct hanmi
position after throwing your partner. Put ki
energy into your fingertips and protect yourself
from any further attack.
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Ðèæèüèg°
Commentary

|Cg
@Ê^BÅãûð©é±ÆÍÆÄàdvÅ éB
Oûðü¢½ÜÜ¾ÆüègÉÈçÈ¢Bãûð
©êÎ®SÈüègªÅ«éB
@èÉÍÜê½AÜ¸ÍÜê½èðÍ¸
µÄ©çüèg°ÉÍ¢éÌ¾ªA±ÌZÅÍ
»ÌÍ¸µûª|CgÅ éB
w¹xª©
ê½ ÉOÂÌû@ª Á½©Ç¤©Íí©çÈ
¢ªAèÉÍå«¢lA¬³¢lÆ¢ë¢ë
éÆ¢¤±ÆÅAÍJc©çOÂÌèÌÍ¸µ
ûðKÁ½BãAAºÅ éBmÃÌÔÆµ
ÄÍãAºAÉÈéBãÅÍ¸·AºÅÍ¸·A
^ÅÍ¸·A±ÌÍ¸µûªãèÉÅ«È¢Æ
±ÌZÍÅ«È¢B±êÍdvÈmÃÅ éB
w
¹xÉÍu±ÌãûÉÚ·vÆ éBuãë
ð©ëBãëÉàGª¢évÆ¢¤±ÆÅ éB
»¤¢¤ÌJ«ÅÈ¢ÆãèÉèªÍ¸êÈ¢B
³Êðü¢Ä¢½ÌÅÍèªÍ¸êÈ¢ÌÅ
éB
@
u¶èÉÄãÝðæèA
i½Íð}¦jE«ð
¥ÝÝÂÂAEO]ðÈÄñðµº°|·v
Æ éªA±êÍ¸ÁÆJcÌÓNÜÅ¯¶¾Á
½B
@±ÌZÍÐèæèüèg°iÅ éªi¼
èæèà¯¶j
A±±ÅÍèÌèñðº©çÍ
ñÅ¢éBÓNÉÍAiÌêÍAlû°Ì
æ¤ÉèÌèñðÍñÅ©ªÌèðÍ¸·æ¤
ÉÈÁ½B
@È¨A±ÌZðÍ¶ßXÌZÌ¼OÍw¹x
ÉÍ¢Ä¢È¢ªAÓNÉÍJcÍ«¿ñÆ»
ê¼êÌ¼Oð¾ÁÄ¢éB

In photo B, it is very important to look in the
same direction as your partner. If you keep
looking forward, you cannot execute a correct
irimi step.
When your partner grabs your wrist firmly,
first release your hand from his grip and then
execute iriminage. This is the key to the
technique. Each opponent is different in height
and body type. This is why the Founder taught
us three different hand releases. However, I do
not know if he was already teaching these three
ways when Budo was written. The three ways
are high, low and middle and they are to be
practiced in that order. You release your hand
in a high, low or middle position according to
the opponents body type. You must be able to
release your hand smoothly to execute this
technique successfully. This is a very important
practice. In Budo it says, Pay attention to your
rear, meaning you should look behind while
turning. Another opponent might be standing
behind you. If you do not turn a full 180 degrees
or if you keep looking at your opponent, you
will not be able to release your hand.
The Founder says in Budo, Grab your
partner's collar from behind (or push his
lower back) with your left hand. Step
through with your right foot and throw him
by pushing his neck down with your inside
right elbow. The Founder taught this way
through his last days.
This technique is katatedori iriminage chudan
(middle position). It is done in the same manner
as ryotedori iriminage. As shown here, you grab
your partner's right wrist from below with your
right hand. However, in his latter years, the
Founder proceeded in the same manner as in
shihonage in order to grab his partner's wrist
and then to release his left hand from the grip.
Although many techniques are not named
in Budo, including this one, the Founder called
each technique with a precise name in his
last years.
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Katatedori iriminage

JcAÅ·½@ìÔ¹êÉÄ@1935 N ó¯FÄì¬ü

Founder at Noma Dojo, 1935. Uke: Shigemi Yonekawa
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ÌÌÏ»iÏXj

A
]mÌ»ãJ«

ZûjJLF

¨ÀèZV

LX

a
A èªEèÅ¶èñðÍñÅ«½ê
B wæðJ«A
¶«ÌÜæðèÌE«ÌÜæÉ
Ë«í¹Èªç¶èðà¤Éü¯A

ÌOÉ

àÁÄéB¶«ð²ÉµÄðEÉÐËèÈª
çE«ðãûÉJ« 180 xñ]·éBwæð\ª
ÉJ¢ÄCÍð[³¹éB

|Cg

AB When your partner grabs your left wrist
with his right hand, open the fingers of your
left hand and put ki energy into your fingertips.
Align the toes of your left foot with the toes of
your partner's right foot, while moving your
fingers inward and bringing your left hand in
front of your abdomen. Pivot on your left foot
and bring your right foot to the rear by twisiting
your hips 180 degrees to the right. Open your
fingers well and fill them with ki energy.

@±êÍ ZÌî{®ìÅ éB±ÌÌÌÏXÉ
æÁÄ³êÄàø©êÄà®©È¢¢ðì
éB¢ðìêÈ©Á½çA¢UÍJ¯È
¢BÇñÈÉ¢UÉ ÁÄàJ¢ÄÌJ«ª
Å«é¢ðìçÈ¯êÎÈçÈ¢B»Ì½ß
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Tai no henka (henko)
Commentary

B

b
ÉÍAJcÌuûKãÌS¾væÜÉuúXÌû
KÉÛµÄÍÜ¸ÌÌÏXæènÜèxð
ßvÆ éæ¤ÉAÌÌÏXÍúûKµÈ¯
êÎÈçÈ¢B
@ÌÍÐèÅâÁÄ¢½ªAªüåµ½ÉÍ
JcÍ·ÅÉ¼èðgÁÄÌÌÏXðµÄ¨çê

This is the basis of all urawaza movements.
The Founder said, Practicing this tai no
henko, you will build up strong and stable
hips which will never be affected whether
your partner pushes or pulls you. If you
do not have strong hips you cannot respond
to powerful attacks. Therefore, build up such
sturdy hips that you will be able to move
freely no matter how strongly your partner
attacks you.
In point five of the section titled How to
Practice in Budo, the Founder says, Make
sure to begin daily practice with tai no
henko and gradually increase the degree
of intensity. It is necessary to practice tai no
henko every day.
In earlier times, the Founder executed tai
no henko with a single hand. However, when I
began to train with him, he was already using
both hands for this technique. By using both
hands you can assume a strong body position
regardless of whether your partner pushes or
pulls you, because you bring both your hands
in front of your abdomen. When you use only
one hand, however, since your hands are not
in front of your abdomen, you may be weak
from certain angles even though you may be
strong in one direction. I think this is the reason
why the Founder began to extend both hands
in front of his abdomen in his late years.
Bring your hands to about the height of your
navel, which is the same height of your hand
position when you hold a sword at the ready.

½B¼èðg¤±ÆÉæÁÄèÌÊuª ÌOÉ
éæ¤ÉÈÁ½ÌÅA³ê½èø©ê½èµ
Äà¢Ì`ÉÈÁ½BÐèÌêÍèª ÌO
É«Ä¢È¢ÌÅAêûÉÍ¢ªAÙ©Ìpx
ÅÍã¢ÊªoÄéB»Ì½ßAJcÍÓNÉ
Í¼èð ÌOÉo·æ¤ÉÈÁ½B»Ì³Í
w\ÌOÅAð\¦½Ì³Å éB
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ÐèæèÄz°@

A

B

A èªEèÅ¶èñðÍñÅ«½ê
B ¶«æèüègµA¶èðà¤Éü¯A ÌO
ÉàÁÄéB
C ðÐËèÈªç³çÉ¶«ðèÌãûÉi
ß
D ¶rÅèÌñðãûÉµº°Ä|·B

|Cg

Commentary

@Äz°ÅÍAèÌ¤ÊÉÍ¢Á½çèÆ
¯¶ûüð©éB

AB When your partner grabs your left wrist
with his right hand, step to his side with your
left foot while turning your left hand inward and
bringing it in front of your abdomen.
C Take a further step to the rear of your partner
with your left foot while twisting your hips.
D Throw your partner by strongly pushing his
neck down to the rear with your left arm.

When you move to the side of your partner,
make sure to look in the same direction he is
facing. This is one of the basics of kokyunage
techniques.
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Katatedori kokyunage

C

D

Äz°

Kokyunage
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³ÊÅ¿ê³@\Z

A

a
äieUXRg

i¼èy«¯jgpXj

yGnãjt´m

r]g¼piVR

gÌvi

A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B E«ðOûÉißÂÂAEèÅèÌ³Êð
Å¿A¶èÅèÌe ðËB
C D·Ýâ©É¶èÅèÌEIðÍÝAEèÅ
èÌEèñð¬èAðÐËÁÄèÌÌ¨ð
ö·B
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Shomenuchi ikkyo omotewaza

B

C

b

c

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B Initiate the movement by advancing with
your right foot while vigorously extending your
right tegatana into your partner's face and, at
the same time, execute an atemi to his side
with your left hand. Your partner blocks your
shomenuchi strike with his right hand to protect
his face.

CD Immediately grab his right elbow with your
left hand while pushing his wrist down with your
right tegatana. Then hold his right wrist with
your right hand. Keep holding his right elbow
firmly with your left hand and unbalance him
by twisting your hips and bringing his arm down
in front of your abdomen.
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³ÊÅ¿ê³(\Z

E

D
E ¶«ðå«èðË«òÎ·æ¤ÉißéB
F èÌrðÒÔÉ³¦Â¯A
¶èÅèÌE
Ið³¦AEèÅèÌãªðÅÂB

|Cg
@ÓNÍAJcÍA
uE«ÅOi·év
uEèÅ³
ÊðÅÂv
u¶èÅèÌEIðÍÞvÆ¢¤¼
èA¼«ÌOÂÌ®«ð¯Éµ½ÌÅA¶èÅ
Ägðüê¸É·®èÌEIðÍñ¾Bàµ
ÄgðüêéêÍA»Ì Æ·Ýâ©Éè
ÌEIðÍÜÈ¢Æ¤Ü¢©È¢B
@
w¹xÉÍunãÉ³¦éA»Ìrðg
ÌÆ¼pÉ·é±ÆªdvÅ évÆ éB»ê
ÉÍAèÌ¨Ærª¾¢½¢ê¼üÉÈéæ¤
É³¦éBÜ½AÅãÌ³¦ÅÍAèÌE
rðÒÔÉ³¦ÄAEèÅèÌãªð
ÅÁÄ¢éªAÓNÉÍAÊ^-fÌ`Åî{Ì

e
E Take a large step diagonally forward with
your left foot. The Founder said on this point,
Knock your opponent down with your left
leg.
F Pin his arm at a right angle to his body. Sit
on his arm and close your knees tight. Pin your
partner's right elbow to the floor with your left
hand and execute a shomenuchi strike to his
head with your right hand.

®ìÍIíÁ½B±Ì`Åà¤èÍÜÁ½®
¯È¢B
@È¨A
w¹xÉÍuæê@vÆ éªA±ê
ÍÌ¿Éu³ÊÅ¿ê³\ZvÆ¢¤¼OÉÈÁ
½ZÌ´`Å éB
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Shomenuchi ikkyo omotewaza

F

f

f
Commentary
The Founder in his later years, executed the
three movements with his hands and feet at
the same time, that is, the step forward with
the right foot, the execution of a shomenuchi
strike with the right hand, and grabbing the
partner's right elbow with the left hand.
Therefore, he directly grabbed his partner's
right elbow with his left hand without executing
an atemi. If you execute an atemi with your
left hand in the movement shown in photo B,
you have to make sure to grab his right elbow
immediately after that. Otherwise, you will not
be able to execute this technique successfully.
The Founder said in Budo: When pinning

your partner to the ground it is essential
that his arm be at a right angle to his body.
This means you align his arm with his
shoulders.
Moreover, in the position shown in photo F,
you squeeze your partner's right arm with your
knees and execute a shomenuchi strike to his
head with your right tegatana. However, late
in his life, the Founder finished this basic
movement with the pinning position shown in
photo f. This pinning form is effective enough
to immobilize your partner.
This technique is called dai ippo in Budo.
This is the original form of the technique which
the Founder called shomenuchi ikkyo
omotewaza in his final years.
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³ÊÅ¿ê³@ Z@CÌ¬ê

A

B

b
A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅEèÅ³ÊðÅÁÄ«
½êAEèÅó¯éBÌÌÏXÌvÌÅ¶«Ì
ÜæðèÌE«ÌÜæÌOÉË«í¹éæ¤
ÉµA¶èÅèÌEIðÍÝ
C EèÅèÌEèñðÍÝA
¶«ð²ÉµÄE
«ðãûÉJ¢Ä 180 xñ]µ

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B As your partner advances forward with his
right foot and executes a shomenuchi strike
with his right hand, block it with your right hand.
Align the toes of your left foot with the toes of
your partner's right foot in the same manner
as in tai no henko, and grab his right elbow
with your left hand.

D èð³¦Â¯éB
E FèÌrðÒÔÉ³¦Â¯A¶èÅèÌ
EIð³¦AEèÅèÌãªðÅÂB
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Shomenuchi ikkyo urawaza ki no nagare

C

D

E

F

C Grab his right wrist with your right hand.
Pivot on your left foot and bring your right foot
to the rear by twisiting your hips 180 degrees
to the right.
D Pin his arm to the floor at a right angle to
his body.

EF Sit on his arm and close your knees tight.
Pin your partner's right elbow to the floor with
your left hand and execute a shomenuchi strike
on his head with your right hand.
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³ÊÅ¿Äz°@CÌ¬ê

A

A t¼gÅÎ·éB

[NGmãûjôc

cAGm{NV

e|X

Y,jenÊÅc

mgX

B èÍEèðªãÉUè©ÔèA
E«ð¥Ý
ñÅ³ÊðÅÁÄéB
C ¶«ðèÌE¤ÉißA
EèÅèÌ³ÊÅ
¿ðó¯A¶èÅèÌe ÉÄgðüêéB
D ³çÉ[üègµA¶èÅèÌãÝðæ
èAEèÅèÌEèðEºÉØèÆ·B
±ÌAãûð©éB
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Shomenuchi kokyunage ki no nagare

C

B

D
A Face your partner in gyaku hanmi.
BC When your partner advances forward with
his right foot and executes a shomenuchi strike
from above his head with his right hand, step
to the right side of your partner with your left
foot, while blocking his strike with your right
hand and executing an atemi to his side with
your left hand.

D Step further to the rear of your partner with
your left foot and grab his collar from behind
with your left hand. The Founder said in this
movement, Cut his right tegatana down to the
right with your right tegatana. Moreover, make
sure to look in the same direction as your
partner when you move to his side.
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³ÊÅ¿Äz°(CÌ¬ê

E

F

E EèðèÌ{ÌºÉ Ä
F G E«ð¥ÝÝÂÂèÌ{ðË«|µÄ
°éB
H ¼gÌÌ`ðÛ¿A
wæÉÍðüêÄCÍð[
³¹AÌðÀè³¹ÄgðçéB

Commentary

|Cg
@Ê^DÅAèÌEèðEºÅÍÈ©ªÌ
³ÊÉØèÆ·ÆüègÉÈçÈ¢BEºÉØ
èÆ¹Î¶«Å[üèg·é±ÆÉÈéB
@°IíÁ½ ÆàJcÌu\¦vÉÂ¢ÄÌ
³¦Ì²ÆA¼gÌ`ðö³Ê±ÆªdvÅ
éB

E Place your right hand under your partner's
chin.
FG Step through with your right foot while
pushing his chin downward to throw your
partner.
H Be stable and remain in a correct hanmi
position after throwing your partner. Put ki
energy into your fingertips and protect yourself
from any further attack.

In the movement shown in photo D, if you
cut down your partners right hand in front of
you instead of downward to the right, you have
not executed a correct irimi. Only when you
take a large step to the rear of your partner
with your left foot, will you be able to cut his
right hand down to the right.
After throwing your partner, it is essential that
you stay in a correct hanmi position as the
Founder stated in the teachings about kamae
in Budo.
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Shomenuchi kokyunage ki no nagare

G

H

JcAÅ·½ Cï{¹ê 1964 N Ê^ñFeEHENl

Founder at Aikikai Hombu Dojo, 1964. Photo courtesy of Walther von Krenner
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³ÊÅ¿¬èÔµ@CÌ¬ê

A
A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅEèÅ³ÊðÅÁÄ
«½êAèÌEèðUè©Ôé®«Éí¹
Ä¶èðã°éB
C èÌEèªUè¨ë³êéÌÉí¹ÄA
¶«ð²ÉµÄE«ðJ«AèÌ¤ÊÉñè
ÞB¯É¶èÅèÌEèðØèÆµÈ
ªç¶èÅèÌEèðÍÝAEèÅèÌçÊ
ÉÄgðüêéB±ÌAewÅèÌòwÌ
t¯ªðAòwÆ¬wÅèÌèñÌÖßð¬
éB

¬û??³¼wg¬wg

Èeèò¬êwje

³¼wmPª§X

Gmè«®ZVU

RgÌLi

D EèðY¦Ä¶«ðãûÉø«Aèð|·B

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot while bringing his right hand over his
head in order to execute a shomenuchi strike,
blend with his movement and raise your left
hand.
C Cut his right tegatana down with your left
hand while blending with his downward strike
and, at the same time, pivot on your left foot
bringing your right foot to the rear and turning
your hips to your partner's side. Grab your
partners right hand with your left hand and
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Shomenuchi kotegaeshi ki no nagare

B

C

c

D

execute an atemi to his face with your right
hand. The Founder said in this regard, Place
your thumb at the base of your partners
ring finger, and your little finger and ring
finger on his wrist.
D Place your right hand on the back of your
partner's right hand. Take a large step to the
rear with your left foot and throw him by turning
his right wrist outward with both your hands.

d
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³ÊÅ¿¬èÔµ(CÌ¬ê

F

E

JcÌÓNÌÅßÌ` (ÀÁ½êj

JcÌÓNÌÅßÌ` (§Á½êj

Seated pin as performed
by the Founder in his later years

Standing pin as performed
by the Founder in his later years

E FEèÅèÌEèñðº©çÍÝA³¦

EF Grab his right wrist from below with your
right hand and pin him.

ÞB

|Cg

Commentary

@Ê^BÌí¹ªåØÅ éB±Ìí¹ªÅ
«È¢ÆÍ¢êÈ¢B
@JcÌÓNÉÍÅãÌÅßÌ`ÍÏíÁ½B

In the movement shown in photo B, it is
important to blend with your partner's
movement. Otherwise, you will not be able to
execute this technique successfully.
The Founder changed the pinning position
in his later years.
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Shomenuchi kotegaeshi ki no nagare

ÅÌuKïÉÄ@1992 N@ó¯FÄ¡mOtÍ

Author at Tokyo seminar with Hitohiro Saito Shihan, c. 1992
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³ÊÅ¿ñ³@ Z

A
A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B ¶«ðißAEèÅèÌ³ÊðÅ¿A¶èÅ
èÌe ðU·éBèÍEèÅ±¿çÌ³
ÊÅ¿ðó¯éB
C ¶«ð²ÆµÄE«ðJ«A
å«Ìðñ]³
¹Èªç¶èÅèÌEèñðµÁ©èÆÍÝA
EèÅèÌEèðØèÆ·B

êwºjôVcTAGm
Eèòtj·V¹m

j?eA¶èÈeG
mO]¬A¹jÍü
T@NGmEè§X

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B Initiate the movement by vigorously
extending your right tegatana into your
partner's face while advancing forward with
your left foot and aligning the toes of your left
foot with the toes of your partner's right foot.
At the same time, execute an atemi to his side
with your left hand. He blocks your strike with
his right hand to protect his face.
C Grab his right wrist firmly with your left hand
while cutting his right hand down with your right
tegatana and, at the same time, pivot on your
left foot bringing your right foot to the rear.
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Shomenuchi nikyo urawaza

B

C

âÔ ïé¹êÉÄ@1987 N ó¯FpgVAEwhbNX

Author applying nikyo pressure on Patricia Hendricks at Iwama Dojo c. 1987
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³ÊÅ¿ñ³( Z

E

D
D E¶ðèÌEèñÌÆ±ëÉ·×ç¹éæ¤
ÉµÄAewðèÌEèÌºÉñµÄèÌE
èñðtÉæèA¹É ÄéB
E FèÌÙ¤ÖÌðX©¹Äñ³ðø©¹éB
G H¶èÅèÌEIðÍÝAèÌE¨ðôÉ
µÂ¯
I èÌE¤ÉÀèA
èÌErð¶rÅÍ³Ý
ÝA»Ì¶èÅ©ªÌ¹ðÍÝA¼èÅèÌ
Erð§·éB

|Cg

D Slide your right palm down to your partners
right wrist. Move your thumb around the back
of his right hand while reversing his right wrist
and grabbing it from below with your right hand,
and bring it against your chest.
EF Apply nikyo pressure by inclining your
body toward your partner.
GH Grab your partner's right elbow with your
left hand and pin his shoulder to the floor.
I Lower into a seated position to the right side
of your partner. Grab your chest with your left
hand to secure your partner's right arm. Lean
forward toward his head and apply pressure
against his right shoulder.

@
w¹xÉÍuæñ@vÆ éªA±êÍÌ¿
Éu³ÊÅ¿ñ³ ZvÆ¢¤¼OÉÈÁ½ZÌ
´`Å éB
@
w¹xÉ éÊèA³ÊÅ¿ê³à³ÊÅ¿
ñ³àî{ÅÍK¸±¿ç©çÅÁÄ¢B

Commentary
This technique is called dai niho in Budo. This
is the original form of the technique which the
Founder called shomenuchi nikyo urawaza in
his later years.
Make sure that you initiate the movement in
the basic techniques of shomenuchi ikkyo and
nikyo as shown in Budo.
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Shomenuchi nikyo urawaza

F

G

H

I

i
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³ÊÅ¿O³@ Z

A

D
A ¼gÅÎ·éB

GmE¤j¿V¼

r\¶jg~

GmEr§X

B ¶«ðißAEèÅèÌ³ÊðÅ¿A¶èÅ
èÌe ðU·éBèÍEèÅ±¿çÌ³
ÊÅ¿ðó¯éB
C ¶«ð²ÆµÄE«ðJ«A
¶èÅèÌEI
ðÍÝAå«ÌðJ«ÈªçEèÅèÌE
èðØèÆ·B
D EèÅèÌEèwæð¬èA
ãÉË«ã°È
ªçµË¶èA¶èÅèÌ¶ðtÉÍñÅè
ð¬èÏ¦
E F ðÐËÁÄEèÅèÌÊÉÄgðü
êéB
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Shomenuchi sankyo urawaza

B

C

E

F

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B Initiate the movement by vigorously
extending your right tegatana into your
partner's face while advancing forward with
your left foot and aligning the toes of your left
foot with the toes of your partner's right foot.
At the same time, execute an atemi to his side
with your left hand. He blocks your right hand
with his right hand to protect his face.
C Grab your partner's right elbow firmly with
your left hand, while cutting his right hand down
with your right tegatana and, at the same time,
pivot on your left foot bringing your right foot
to the rear.

D Grab the fingers of your partner's right hand
with your right hand, bring his hand upward
while twisting it, then change your right hand
grip on his hand to a left hand grip taking his
hand from below.
EF Execute an atemi to your partner's face
with your right hand while twisting your hips
and applying sankyo pressure.
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G

H

I
G
HI

G Place your right hand on his right elbow and
pull him down while stepping to the rear with
your left foot.
HI Lower into a seated position to the right
side of your partner. Change your left hand grip
on his hand to a right hand grip and grab your
chest with your left hand to secure his right
arm. Lean forward toward his head to apply
pressure against his right shoulder.

Commentary
This is the original form of shomenuchi
sankyo urawaza.
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Shomenuchi sankyo urawaza

O³

Sankyo
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¡ÊÅ¿üèg°

A

A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅEèÅ¡ÊðÅÁÄ«
½êA¶«ðí¸©É¶ÎßOÉißÂÂA¶
èÅèÌ¡Êðó¯éÆ¯ÉEèÅèÌÊ
ðÅÂB
C D E ¶«ÅèÌãëÉ[üègµAEè
ÅèÌEèðØè¨ëµÈªç¶èÅèÌ
e ÉÄgðüê
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Yokomenuchi iriminage

B

C

D

E

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot and executes a yokomenuchi strike
with his right hand, advance diagonally to the
left with your left foot and parry his strike with
your left hand, while at the same time striking
his face with your right hand.

CDE Take a large step to the rear of your
partner with your left foot while cutting his right
hand down with your right tegatana and, at the
same time, execute an atemi to his side with
your left hand.
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¡ÊÅ¿üèg°

F

G

H

I

F ¶èÅèÌãÝðÍÝ
G èð©ªÌ¹³Éø«ñ¹
H IE«ð¥ÝÝÂÂAEàIÅèÌñð
µ|·B

F Grab your partner's collar from behind with
your left hand.
G Bring your partner toward your chest by
pulling his collar.
HI Step through with your right foot and throw
your partner while pushing his neck down with
your inside right elbow.
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Yokomenuchi iriminage

¡ÊÅ¿ðó¯é

Defense against yokomenuchi strike
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¡ÊÅ¿lû°

A

A ¼gÅÎ·éB

GmErgS¾e

®ìXvX

Eèmêwje¬

§XjnÌvi

B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅEèÅ¡ÊðÅÁÄ«
½êA¶«ð¶ÎßOÉißÂÂA¶èÅè
Ì¡Êðó¯éÆ¯ÉEèÅèÌÊðÅÂB
C EèÅèÌEèñÌ¬ð¬èA
¶èÅè
ÌEèÌewÌt¯ªðÍÝ
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Yokomenuchi shihonage

B

C

b

lû°Ì¬èû

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot and executes a yokomenuchi strike
with his right hand, advance diagonally to the
left with your left foot and parry his strike with
your left hand while at the same time striking
his face with your right hand.
C Grab your partner's right wrist with your right
hand and the base of his right thumb with your
left hand.

Close-up of shihonage hand grip
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¡ÊÅ¿lû°

D

E

e
D ¶«ðiß
E F ðÐËÁÄ180xü«ðÏ¦AðØè¨
ë·æ¤ÉèÌEèðØèº°
G °éB
H ¶«ðãûÉø«AèÌEèð§·B

D Step forward with your left foot.
E Turn your hips 180 degrees while bringing
his right hand down as if cutting with a sword.
G Throw your partner.
H Bring your left foot to the rear and immobilize
your partner.
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Yokomenuchi shihonage

F

G

f

H

|Cg
@Ê^DÅÍEèÌewÅèÌ¬ðµÁ©è
Æ³¦Â¯AðØè¨ë·æ¤Éèð°
éB

Commentary
In the position shown in photo D, make sure
to press your right thumb to your partner's right
wirst. When throwing, bring his right hand down
as though cutting down with a sword.

h
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¡ÊÅ¿Ü³@ Z

A

A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅEèÅ¡ÊðÅÁÄ«
½êA¶«ð¶ÎßOÉißA¶èÅèÌ¡
Êðó¯éÆ¯ÉEèÅèÌÊðÅÂB
C EèÅèÌEèñðµÁ©èÆº©çÍÝ

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot and executes a yokomenuchi strike
with his right hand, advance diagonally to the
left with your left foot and parry his strike with
your left hand while at the same time striking
his face with your right hand.
C Grab your partner's right wrist firmly from
below with your right hand.
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Yokomenuchi gokyo urawaza

B

C

¡ÊÌbû

Block and counterstrike against yokomenuchi attack
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¡ÊÅ¿Ü³( Z

E

D

d
D E F ¶èÅèÌEIðÍÝA¶«ð²Æµ
ÄE«ðãûÉø«AÌðå«J«Èªçè
ÌErð³¦Â¯éB

DEF Hold your partner's right elbow with your
left hand and pivot on your left foot while
bringing your right foot to the rear and turning
your hips, then pin his right arm to the floor.
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Yokomenuchi gokyo urawaza

F

f
|Cg

Commentary

@±ÌZÌ¼OÍw¹xÉÍ©êÄ¢È¢ªA
Ì¿Ì¡ÊÅ¿Ü³ ZÌî{Å éB

This technique is not named in Budo. This is
the basic form of what the Founder called
yokomenuchi gokyo urawaza in his later years.
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¡ÊÅ¿ñ³@ Z

A

B

A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅEèÅ¡ÊðÅÁÄ«
½êA¶«ð¶ÎßOÉißA¶èÅèÌ¡
Êðó¯éÆ¯ÉEèÅèÌÊðÅÂB
C ¶èÅèÌEèñðµÁ©èÆã©çÍÝA
¶«ð²ÆµÄE«ðãûÉø¢ÄÌðå«J
«ÈªçEèÅèÌEèðØèÆµ
D E¶ðèÌEèñÌÆ±ëÉ·×ç¹éæ¤
ÉµÄAewðèÌEèÌºÉñµÄèÌE
èñðtÉæèA¹É ÄéB
E èÌÙ¤ÖÌðX©¹Äñ³ðø©¹éB
F ¶èÅèÌEIðª«Þæ¤ÉØèº°
ÂÂAèÌE¨ðôÉµÂ¯
G èÌE¤ÉÀèA
èÌErð¶rÅÍ³Ý

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot and executes a yokomenuchi strike
with his right hand, advance diagonally to the
left with your left foot and parry his strike with
your left hand while at the same time striking
his face with your right hand.
C Grab his right wrist firmly from above with
your left hand while cutting his right hand down
with your right tegatana and, at the same time,
pivot on your left foot bringing your right foot
to the rear.
D Slide your right palm down to your partner's
right wrist. Move your thumb around the back
of his right hand while reversing his right wrist
and grabbing it from below with your right hand,
and bring it against your chest.

ÝA»Ì¶èÅ©ªÌ¹ðÍÝA¼èÅèÌ
Erð§·éB
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Yokomenuchi nikyo urawaza

C

D

E

F

E Apply nikyo pressure by inclining your body
toward your partner.
F Push your partner's right elbow down with
your left tegatana as though wrapping it in, then
pin his right shoulder to the floor.
G Lower into a seated position to the right side
of your partner. Grab your chest with your left
hand to secure your partner's right arm. Lean
forward toward his head to apply pressure
against his right shoulder.

G
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¡ÊÅ¿l³@\Z

A

D
A ¼gÅÎ·éB

¬wA³¼wjÍü

eGmO]¬l·w

mªÈe¬½n¬

m?O¤Nmû

üjØX

B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅEèÅ¡ÊðÅÁÄ«
½êA¶«ð¶ÎßOÉißA¶èÅèÌ¡
Êðó¯éÆ¯ÉEèÅèÌÊðÅÂB
C EèÅèÌEèðØè¨ëµÂÂ¶èÅ
èÌEIðÍÝAðÐËÁÄèÌÌ¨ðöµ
ÈªçEèÅèÌEèñð¬èAèð³¦
Â¯éB
D ¶«ðißAEèÅèÌEèñð¬èA¶è
Í»ÌµãðÍÝA¶èÌl·wÌt¯ªÅ
èÌ¬ÌââO¤ðÌûüÉ³·éB
E F ¶«ðißÄèð³¦Â¯éB
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Yokomenuchi yonkyo omotewaza

B

C

E

F

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot and executes a yokomenuchi strike
with his right hand, advance diagonally to the
left with your left foot and parry his strike with
your left hand while at the same time striking
his face with your right hand.
C Grab your partner's right elbow with your
left hand and cut his right hand down with your
right tegatana while unbalancing him by
twisting your hips. Then hold his right wrist with
your right hand and bring his arm in front of
your abdomen to immobilize him.
D Step forward with your left foot. Grab your
partner's right wrist with your right hand and place
your left hand slightly above his wrist. Apply
yonkyo pressure on the nerve against the exterior

f
ulna with the base of your left index finger.
EF Step forward with your left foot and pin
your partner to the floor.
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¼èæèlû°@\Z

A
A èª¼èñðÍñÅ«½ê
B ¶«ð¶ÉÚµ¼gÆÈèA
EèÅèÌE
èñð¬éB
C ¶èÌwæÉÍðüêÄèÌEèð¨Ìûü
ÉË«ã°
D ¶«ðOûÉißAðÐËÁÄ180 xÌÌü
«ðÏ¦
E ðØè¨ë·æ¤ÈC¿ÅèÌErðØ
èº°Ä

¶èmwæjÍüGm-è

¨mûüjËLãQ¶èm¬

w³¼wjÍüe©Èmû

jøL-èmêwjeGm¬

ØVGm-è®5j§X

AB When your partner grabs both your wrists,
step to the left side with your left foot and
assume ai hanmi, while grabbing his right wrist
with your right hand.
C Put ki energy into the fingertips of your left
hand and apply pressure upward against your
partner's right hand toward his shoulder.
D Step forward with your left foot and turn your
hips 180 degrees.
E Bring his right hand down as if cutting with
a sword.
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Ryotedori shihonage omotewaza

B

C

D

E

èÌÌ¨ðö·(Unbalancing the opponent in shihonage
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¼èæèlû°(\Z

G

F

F Throw your partner.
G Bring your left foot to the rear and immobilize
your partner.

F °|µ
G ³¦Â¯éB

Commentary

|Cg
@Ê^BÌAewðèÌ¬É ÄéBÊ^
C ÌÉÍ ÌÍðp·éB
@
w¹xÉÍu°ÌbûvÆ éªA±êª
¼èæèlû°Ì´`Å

éBJcÌÓNÉ

ÍA\ZÍ¼gÉÈÁÄ¤Ê©çÍ¢èA Z
Ít¼g©ç°ÉÍ¢éæ¤ÉÈÁ½B

In the position shown in photo B, make sure
to press your right thumb to your partner's right
wrist. In the movement shown in photo C, exert
the power of your abdomen.
This technique is called nage no tanren in
Budo. This is the original form of ryotedori
shihonage.
The Founder taught us in his later years to
assume ai hanmi by stepping to the side when
initiating the technique in omotewaza, and to
assume gyaku hanmi instead in urawaza.
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Ryotedori shihonage omotewaza

âÔ ïé¹êÉÄ 1978 N ó¯FWC\EC[

Applying shihonage at Iwama Dojo in 1978. Uke: Jason Yee
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¼èæèlû°@ Z

A

B

a

b

A èªE¼gÅ¼èñðÍñÅ«½ê
B CEèÅèÌEèñð¬èA¶«ÌÜæð
èÌE«ÌÜæÉË«í¹éæ¤ÉµÄA»Ì
«ð²ÉµÄE«ðø«A180 xü«ðÏ¦éB
D E ðÐËÁÄÜ½ 180 xü«ðÏ¦ÈªçA
ðØè¨ë·æ¤ÈC¿ÅèÌErðØè
º°Ä
F °|µA³¦Â¯éB

AB When your partner grabs both your wrists
from right hanmi, grab his right wrist with your
right hand while aligning the toes of your left
foot with the toes of his right foot.
C Pivot on your left foot while bringing your
right foot to the rear and turning your hips 180
degrees.
DE Bring his right hand down as if cutting with
a sword while turning your hips again 180
degrees.
F Throw your partner and immobilize him.
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Ryotedori shihonage urawaza

C

D

E

F

|Cg

Commentary

@Ê^BÌAewðèÌ¬É ÄAEèÌ
ewÅèÌ¬ð³µÄèÌErð®SÉ
§·éB

In the position shown in photo B, make sure
to press your right thumb to your partner's right
wirst and keep his right arm under perfect
control.
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CÌbû@
iÄz°j

A
A èª¶èÅEèñðÍñÅ«½ê
B C EèñðÔµèÌ¶IªãÉÈéæ¤É
µÄ
D èÌ¶IªñçÈ¢æ¤ÉIðUßÄ°
éB

|Cg
@±ÌZÍèªÍÝÉ«½Éí¹ÄAè
ÌIðLÑ«ç¹éæ¤ÉµÈ¢ÆÅ«È¢Bñ
íÉxÈZÅ éB

VnûKm¿j

Ëe©Rjð¾

V¾mi

ABC When your partner comes to grab your
right wrist with his left hand, bring his left elbow
upward by turning your right wrist.
D Apply pressure against his left elbow by
extending your right arm toward his elbow.
Make sure not to allow your partner to bring
his elbow down.
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Aiki no tanren (kokyunage)

C

B
Commentary
To execute this technique successfully, it is
essential you blend with your partner's grab
and lead him to hyperextend his left arm. This
is a technique of the highest level.

D

'%& NâÔÉÄ Iwama Dojo,1978
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¼èæèVn°@CÌ¬ê

A

D
A t¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE¼gÅ¼èñðÍñÅ«½ê
C EèÍèÌ¶èÌà¤©çèðUè©´·
æ¤ÉµA¶èÍèÌEèÌãÉàÁÄ«Ä
D ¶«ð²ÉµÄE«ðJ¢ÄèðÛ¬·B
E F G E«ðèÌãûÉ¥ÝÝÈªçA¶
èÍèÌãûÉAEèÍèÌ¶¨ÌãÉË«
oµÄ°éB
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Ryotedori tenchinage ki no nagare

B

C

E

F

A Face your partner in gyaku hanmi.
BC When your partner comes to grab both
your hands from right hanmi, raise your right
tegatana upward from the inside of your
partner's left hand and bring your left hand in
front of your abdomen.
D Pivot on your left foot while bringing your
right foot to the rear and, at the same time,
lead your partner to turn with you.
EFG Step to the rear of your partner with your
right foot while extending your left hand to his
rear and your right hand over his left shoulder,
and throw your partner.

G
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Ë«üèg°

A

D
A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝÝEèÅË¢Ä«½êA
¶«Åå«üègµA¶èÅèÌErÌt¯
ªðÍÝ
C D ¶èð©ªÌEeºÉø«ñ¹Èªç
E E«ð¥ÝÝA
EàIÅèÌñðµ
°éB
F ¼gÌÌ`ðÛ¿A
wæÉÍðüêÄCÍð[
³¹AÌðÀè³¹ÄgðçéB

|Cg
@èÌErÌt¯ªðÍñ¾¶ðEeºÉü
êéæ¤ÉµÄ°éB
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Tsuki iriminage

B

C

E

F

A Face you partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner advances forward with
his right foot and punches with his right hand,
take a large step to the rear of your partner
with your left foot while grabbing him at the
back of his right shoulder with your left hand.
CD Pull your partner toward you by bringing
your left fist to your right armpit.
E Step through with your right foot and throw
your partner by strongly pushing his neck down
with your inside right elbow.

F Remain stable and stay in a correct hanmi
position after throwing your partner. Put ki
energy into your fingertips and protect yourself
from any further attack.

Commentary
The Founder said, Bring your left fist to
your right armpit after having grabbed the
back of his right shoulder in order to throw
your partner.
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¡ÊÌbû

A
A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅEèÅ¡ÊðÅÁÄ«
½êA¶«ð¶ÎßOÉißÂÂAèªEè
ðUè©ÔéÌÉí¹Ä¼èðã°éB
C ¶èÅèÌ¡Êðó¯éÆ¯ÉEèÅè
ÌÊðÅÂB

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot raising his right tegatana to execute a
yokomenuchi strike, blend with the movement
of his right hand and raise both your hands,
while advancing diagonally to the left with your
left foot.
C Parry his yokomenuchi strike with your left
hand and, at the same time, strike his face with
your right hand.
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Yokomen no tanren

C

B

c
|Cg

Commentary

@ê³©çÜ³Alû°Aüèg°ÈÇÌ¡
ÊÌî{ZÍ·×Ä±Ì`©çÍ¢éB@

All basic yokomenuchi techniques such as
ikkyo through gokyo, shihonage, iriminage and
so on, begin in this manner.
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ãÝæèÄz°

A

D
ãûÉø©ê½ê
A èÉEèÅãÝðÍÜêA
ãûÉø©ê½ê

B CèÉãûÉø©êéÌÉí¹AE«ð²
ÆµÄ¶ÉðÐËèÈªçAèÌEãûÉå
«¶«ðøÆ¯É¶èÅèÌÊðÅ¿@

When pulled
ABC When your partner grabs your collar
from behind wih his right hand and pulls you
back, blend with his pulling movement and step
to his right rear with your left foot while pivoting
on your right foot and turning your hips to the
left. At the same time, strike your partner's face
with your left hand.
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Ushiro eridori kokyunage

B

C

E

F

D E EèÅèÌÝ¼¨¿ðUµÄ@
F èðµ|·B

DE Strike the pit of your partner's stomach
with your right hand.
F Throw your partner by pushing him down.
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ãÝæèÅßZ@

A

a
ãûÉø©ê½ê
A èÉEèÅãÝðÍÜêA
ãûÉø©ê½ê

B E«ðEãûÉø«ÂÂA
¶èÅèÌÊðÅ
¿@
C ¶«ðãëÉø¢ÄA
èÌErÌºð®Á
ÄèÌãûÉ²¯@
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Ushiro eridori katamewaza

B

3
C

b
When pulled
AB When your partner grabs your collar from
behind with his right hand and pulls you back,
step to the right rear with your right foot while
striking his face with your left hand.
C Take a step to the rear of your partner with
your left foot passing under his right arm.
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ãÝæèÅßZ

D

E

d

e

D EèÅèÌEIð§µA
¶èÅèÌe ð
U·éB
E ¶èÅèÌwðÅ¿|·B
F G èð³¦Â¯éB

D Immobilize your partner's right arm with your
right hand and, at the same time, execute a
strike to his side with your left tegatana.
E Push your partner's back down with your
left hand and bring him to the mat.
FG Pin your partner to the mat.
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Ushiro eridori katamewaza

F

G

èð§·

Founder applying shoulder bar
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ãÝæèÄz°@

A

OûÉ³ê½ê
A èÉEèÅãÝðÍÜêA
OûÉ³ê½ê

|Cg



@Ê^B ÌAE«ðEÎßOÉ¥ÝoµA»Ì

B ³êéÌÉí¹E«ðEÎßOÉ¥Ýo

«ð²ÆµÄ¶ÉðÐËéBE«ðÜÁ·®O

µA¶èÅèÌÊðUµ@@

ÉißÈ¢±ÆB

C D ð¶ÉÐËèÂÂ¶èÅèÌÊðÅ
¿|·B
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Ushiro eridori kokyunage

C

B

D
When pushed
AB When your partner grabs your collar from
behind with his right hand and pushes you
forward, blend with his pushing movement and
step diagonally forward and to the right with
your right foot. At the same time, strike his face
with your left tegatana.
CD Twist your hips to the left and throw your
partner by striking his face down with your left
tegatana.

Commentary
In the movement shown in photo B, be sure
to step to the right and forward with your right
foot and turn your hips to the left. Do not step
directly forward.
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ãÝæèÄz°

A

D
A èÉEèÅãÝðÍÜê½ê
B CE«ð²ÆµÄEÉñ]µA¶«ÅèÌã
ûÉüègµÈªçEèÅèÌErðÅ¿¨
ë·B
D E F G ¶èÅèÌãÝðÍÝAE«ð¥Ý
üêÈªçEèÅèÌÊðÅ¿|·B@
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Ushiro eridori kokyunage

B

C

E

F

ABC When your partner grabs your collar
from behind with his right hand, pivot on your
right foot while turning your hips to the right
and stepping to the rear of your partner with
your left foot. At the same time, strike his right
arm downward with your right tegatana.
DEFG Grab your partner's collar from behind
with your left hand and strike him down with
your right fist while stepping through with your
right foot.

G
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ã¼èæèÄz°

A

A èÉãû©ç¼èñðÍÜê½ê
B C ðøæ¤ÉµÄ¼èÌwæÉÍðüêA
¼èð ÌOÉàÁÄéB»ê©ç¶«ðø¢
Ä¼èðUè©ÔéB
D E F E«ðø«A¼èðOûÉØè¨ëµÄ
èð°éB

|Cg

AB When your partner grabs both your wrists
from behind, draw your hips to the rear while
opening your fingers and putting ki energy into
your fingertips, and bring your hands in front
of your abdomen.
C Step to the rear with your left foot raising
both your hands.
DEF Take a step to the rear with your right
foot and throw your partner forward as though
cutting down with both your hands.

Ê^ A Ì`©ç·®ÉÊ^ C Ìæ¤É¼èð
ã°é±ÆÍÅ«È¢BK¸Ê^AÌÌ¨©ç
ðøæ¤ÉµÄA¼èÌwæÉÍðüêAÊ^
BÌæ¤É ÌOÅ¼èÌwæªð··éæ¤É
àÁÄéB@
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Ushiro ryotedori kokyunage

B

C

D

E

Commentary
In the movement between photo A and photo
C, you will not be able to raise both your hands
directly from the position shown in photo A.
First you must extend your fingers putting ki
energy into your fingertips, then draw your hips
to the rear while bringing both your hands in
front of your abdomen and aligning your
fingertips. (See photo B)

F
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¾æè¬èÔµ

A

Gm\jagX_¬

jügz»jËe[NGm

E¤jü

Eèm¬wA³¼wje¿

¹Z¬RgKvi

A t¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅÅ³ÊðÅÁÄ«½
êA¶«ÅèÌE¤ÉÍ¢èÈªçAèÌ
Uè©ÔéÉí¹Ä¶èðã°éB
C ¶«ð²ÉµÄE«ðãûÉJ«A
èÌE¤
ÉñèñÅãûð©éÆ¯ÉAèÌUè¨
ë·Éí¹Ä¶èÅã©çèÌEèðÍ
ÝAEèÅèÌçÊÉÄgðüêéB
D ¶«ðø«ÈªçEèðY¦éB
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Tachidori kotegaeshi

C

B

D

c
A Face your partner in gyaku hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot executing a shomenuchi strike with
a sword, blend with the movement of his sword
and raise your left hand, while stepping to the
right side of your partner with your left foot.
C Pivot on your left foot while bringing your
right foot to the rear and turning your hips 180
degrees, and grab his right hand from above
with your left hand harmonizing your
movement with his downward cut. At the same
time, execute an atemi against his face with
your right hand and look in the same direction
as your partner.
D Place your right hand on the back of your
partner's right hand while stepping to the rear
with your left foot.

d
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¾æè¬èÔµ

E

F

G

H

E èðÐËè|µ
F G èÌªãð¶ÉñèÂÂèð³¦Â
¯
H ðD¤B

|Cg

Commentary

@Ê^CÌA¶èÌewÍèÌòwÌt¯ª
É ÄéBÊ^DÌÉÍAK¸EèÌ¬wÆò
wÅÌ¿ð¬éB

E Turn your partner's right wrist outward with
both your hands to throw him.
FG Turn around your partner's head to the
left and pin his right shoulder against the floor.
H Take the sword away from him with your
right hand.

In the position shown in photo C, place your
left thumb at the base of your partner's right
ring finger.
In the position shown in photo D, make sure
to grab the hilt of the sword with your right little
finger and ring finger.
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Tachidori kotegaeshi

âÔ¹ÙÉÄ ó¯F_jGEc[^

Kotegaeshi pin at Iwama Budokan. Uke: Daniel Toutain
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³ÊÅ¿Äz°

A

D
A t¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅÅ³ÊðÅÁÄ«½
êA¶«ÅèÌE¤É[üègµÂÂ
C ¶èÅèÌãÝðæè
D EèðèÌ{ÌºÉ Ä
E E«ð¥ÝÝÂÂèÌ{ðË«|µÄ°
éB
F ¼gÌÌ¨ðÛ¿A
wæÉÍðüêÄCÍð[
³¹AÌðÀè³¹ÄgðçéB
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Ken shomenuchi kokyunage

B

C

E

F

A Face your partner in gyaku hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot to execute a shomenuchi strike with
a sword, take a large step to the right side of
your partner with your left foot.
C Grab your partner's collar from behind with
your left hand.
D Place your right hand under your partner's
chin.
E Step through with your right foot and throw
your partner by pushing his chin downward.
F Be stable and stay in a correct hanmi
position after throwing your partner. Put ki
energy into your fingertips and protect yourself
from any further attack.

d
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¾æèÄz°

A

A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B C èªE«ð¥ÝñÅÅ³ÊðÅÁÄ
«½êAE«ðEÎßOÉißÂÂAèÌã
ªéÉí¹ÄEèÅèÌÝ¼¨¿ÉÄg
ðüêéB
D E ¶èÅèÌÌ¿ð¬èAEèÅèÌ
ÊðÅ¿|µÄðD¢æéB
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Tachidori kokyunage

B

C

D

E

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
BC When your partner steps forward with his
right foot executing a shomenuchi strike with
a sword, advance diagonally to the right with
your right foot. While blending with his
movement as he raises his sword, execute an
atemi to the pit of his stomach with your right
hand.

DE Grab the hilt of his sword with your left
hand. Throw your partner by striking his face
with your right tegatana and take his sword
away.
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EÌÏ»A¶ÌÏ»
nmº½RgVe®ì¨V¾ûXvX

Gm\jagXVj_Amû@jË

Gm_©ÈmVm[YjËeÅjnmº¾

j¹©ÈmSjQ@NûXmgX

?g«Ù¨)
ÔA>*jËe|gig»X

YjÜiL³@mÁnS*mjVelje

RgX

Ýj_iL@NûVaoKYaËPoKY

ËNmV{q½mlg¨UxJY

A

EÌÏ»
A ±¿çª¶¼gÌ
B èªE«ð¥ÝÝÂÂA
ãiæèÅ³Ê
ðÅÁÄ«½êAE«ðEÉiß
C ¶«ðø¢ÄE¼gÉÈÁÄèÌ³ÊÅ¿ð

B

©í·B

Migi no henka
A Face your partner in left hanmi.
B When your partner advances forward with
his right foot executing a shomenuchi strike
with a sword from above his head, step to the
right with your right foot.
C Bring your left foot to the rear to assume
right hanmi and step off the line of your
partner's shomenuchi attack.

C
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Migi no henka, hidari no henka
¶ÌÏ»
A ±¿çªE¼gÌ
B èªE«ð¥ÝÝÂÂA
ãiæèÅ³Ê
ðÅÁÄ«½êA¶«ð¶Éiß
C E«ðø¢Ä¶¼gÉÈÁÄèÌ³ÊÅ¿ð
©í·B

|Cg
@¶¼g©çEÉ]¶éêÍ¶èðØçêÈ¢
æ¤ÉAE¼g©ç¶É]¶éêÍEèðØç

A

êÈ¢æ¤ÉÓ·éB

Hidari no henka
A Face your partner in right hanmi.
B When your partner advances forward with
his right foot executing a shomenuchi strike
with a sword from above his head, step to the
left with your left foot.
C Bring your right foot to the rear to assume
left hanmi and step off the line of your partner's
shomenuchi attack.

B

Commentary
When you shift from left hanmi to right hanmi,
make sure your left hand is not cut, and when
you shift from right hanmi to left hanmi, be
careful with your right hand.

C
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¡ÊE·@¶EÌÏ»

A

A

B

B
EÌÏ»

¶ÌÏ»

A t¼gÅÎ·éB

A ¼gÅÎ·éB

B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅA
Å¶Ì·ðØÁÄ

B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅAÅEÌ·ðØÁÄ

«½êAE«ðèÌ¶¤ÉißAE¼gÉÈ

«½êA¶«ðèÌE¤ÉißA¶¼gÉÈ

èAEèÅèÌ¶Ið§·éB

èA¶èÅèÌEIð§·éB

Migi no henka
A Face your partner in gyaku hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot executing a diagonal cut with a sword
to your left side, advance your right foot to the
left side of your partner to assume right hanmi,
and block his left elbow with your right hand.

Hidari no henka
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot executing a diagonal cut with a sword
against your right side, advance your left foot
to the right side of your partner to assume left
hanmi, and block his right elbow with your left
hand.
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Yokomen  Do Sayu no henka
¶ÌÏ»
A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B C èªE«ð¥ÝñÅAÅEÌ·ð
ØÁÄ«½êAE«ðèÌE¤É[ißA
ð 180 xÐËÁÄ¶¼gÉÈèAèÌEIð
§·éB

A
Hidari no henka
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
BC When your partner steps forward with his
right foot executing a diagonal cut with a sword
against your right side, take a large step to the
right side of your partner with your right foot
and turn your hips 180 degrees assuming left
hanmi. At the same time, block his right elbow
with your left arm.

B

C
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¡ÊE·@¶EÌÏ»

A

B

a
EÌÏ»
A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B C D èªE«ð¥ÝñÅAÅ¶Ì·ð
ØÁÄ«½êA¶«ðèÌ¶¤É[ißA
ð 180 xÐËÁÄE¼gÉÈèAErÅèÌ
¶Ið§·éB
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Yokomen  Do Sayu no henka

C

D

d
Migi no henka
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
BCD When your partner steps forward with
his right foot executing a diagonal cut with a
sword against your left side, take a large step
to the left side of your partner with your left
foot and turn your hips 180 degrees assuming
right hanmi. At the same time, block his left
elbow with your right arm.
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ZË«Äz°

A

A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅA
EèÅZÅË¢Ä
«½êA¶«ÅèÌE¤Éüègµ
C EèðèÌ{ºÉ Ä

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner advances forward with
his right foot and thrusts at you with a knife,
step to his right side with your left foot.
C Place your right hand under your partner's
chin.
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Tanken tsuki kokyunage

B

C

D

E

D E«ð¥ÝÝÂÂAµ|·B
E ¼gÌÌ¨ðÛ¿A
wæÉÍðüêÄCÍð[
³¹AÌðÀè³¹ÄgðçéB

D Step through with your right foot and throw
your partner by pushing his chin downward
with your right hand.
E Remain stable and stay in a correct hanmi
position after throwing your partner. Put ki
energy into your fingertips and protect yourself
from any further attack.
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Zæè¬èÔµ@

A

D
A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅEèÅZÅË¢Ä«
½êA¶«ðèÌE¤ÉißA¶èÅèÌ
Eèðã©çÍÞB±ÌAewÍèÌòwÌ
t¯ªÉ ÄéB
C ¶«ð²ÉµÄE«ðãûÉJ«AèÌE¤
ÉñèñÅãûð©éB¯ÉEèÅèÌç
ÊÉÄgðüêéB
D ¶«ðø«ÈªçEèðY¦
E èðÐËè|µA
èÌªãð¶ÉñèÂÂ

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner advances forward with
his right foot and thrusts at you with a knife,
step to his right side with your left foot and
grab his right hand from above with your left
hand. Make sure to place your left thumb at
the base of his right ring finger.
C Pivot on your left foot while bringing your
right foot to the rear and turning your hips 180
degrees to his right side. At the same time,
execute an atemi to his face with your right
hand and look in the same direction.

èð³¦Â¯
F G EèÅZðD¢AèÌñðØéB
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Tankendori kotegaeshi

B

C

E

F

DE Place your right hand on the back of your
partner's right hand while stepping to the rear
with your left foot. Turn your partner's right wrist
outward with both your hands to throw him.
Step around his head to the left and pin his
right shoulder against the floor.
FG Take the knife away from your partner with
your right hand and cut his neck.

G
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ZæèÜ³@ Z

A

|Cg

A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅEèÅZÅ³Êð
ÅÁÄ«½êAèªZðUè©ÔéÌÉ

@
w¹xÉÍuê@iê³jðp·évÆ

í¹A¶«ðèÌE¤Éiß

éªA±êÍJcÌÓNAèñðº©çæéÜ³

C ¶èÅèÌEIðº©çÍÝAEèÅèÌ

ZÌ`ÉÈÁ½B

e ÉÄgðüêéB
D EèÅèÌEèñðº©ç¬èA¶«ð²É
µÄE«ðãûÉJ«
E èð³¦Â¯éB
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Tankendori gokyo urawaza

B

C

D

E

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner advances forward with
his right foot executing a shomenuchi strike
with a knife, step to his right side with your left
foot while blending with his movement as he
raises his knife over his head.
C Grab your partner's right elbow from below
with your left hand and execute an atemi to
his side with your right hand.
D Hold your partner's right wrist from below
with your right hand and pivot on your left foot
while bringing your right foot to the rear and
turning your hips.
E Pin your partner to the floor.

Commentary
The Founder said in Budo: Apply ippo
(ikkyo) to this technique. However, in his
later years, he changed the technique grabbing
his partner's wrist from below as shown above,
and called it gokyo urawaza.
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Î@Äè

A
A Face your partner in gyaku hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot to strike your right forearm with a
sword, advance diagonally to the left with your
left foot while raising your sword and blending
your movement with your partner as he raises
his sword over his head.
C Strike your partner's forearm.

A t¼gÅÎ·éB

Commentary

B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅÅÄèðØÁÄ«½
êAèÌãªéÉí¹Ä±¿çàðU
è©ÔèÈªçA¶«ð¶ÎßOÉiß

Make sure not to end up in a mutual kill
cutting situation.

C èÌÄèðØéB

|Cg
@±ÌA¢¿ÉÈçÊæ¤ÉÓ·éB
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Ken tai ken kote

B

C

Ìí¹@1992 N

Ken awase, 1992 Tokyo seminar
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Î@Ê

A

EÌÏ»
A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅÅ³ÊðØÁÄ«½
êAèÌãªéÉí¹Ä±¿çàðU
è©ÔèÈªçAE«ðEÎßOÉiß
C D E¼gÌÜÜAèÌÊðØéB

Migi no henka
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot to strike your face with a sword,
advance diagonally to the right with your right
foot while bringing your sword over your head
in harmony with your partner's upward
movement.
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Ken tai ken men

C

B

D
CD Keep right hanmi and strike your partner's
face.

d
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Î@Ê

B

A

äGaGm

äj?U

mnûöX

¶ÌÏ»
A ¼gÅÎ·éB

C ¶«ðå«èÌE¤Éiß

B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅÅ³ÊðÅÁÄ«½

D ¶¼gÉÈèAèÌÊðÅÂB

êAèÌãªéÉí¹ÄðUè©Ôè
Èªç
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Ken tai ken men

D

C

Hidari no henka
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
BC When your partner steps forward with his
right foot to strike your face with a sword, take
a large step to his right side with your left foot
while bringing your sword over your head in
harmony with your partner's upward
movement.
D Assume left hanmi and strike your partner's
head.
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Î@Ë«

A
A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èªE«ð¥ÝñÅÅ³ÊðØÁÄ«½
êAèÌãªéÉí¹ÄE«ðEÎßO
ÉißAnðãÉµÄèÌ¹ðËB
C èÌÊðØè
D ³çÉËB

|Cg
@èªðUè©Ôé®ìÉí¹ÄËBx
êÈ¢æ¤É^C~OðÍÞ±ÆªdvÅ
éB±Ìí¹ûÍ¾æèÌêÆ¯¶Å
èA¤Üí¹çêÈ¢Æ¾æèªÅ«È
¢BñíÉdvÈZÅ éB
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Ken tai ken tsuki

C

B
A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
right foot to strike your face with a sword,
advance diagonally to the right with your right
foot, while blending your movement with your
movement as he raises his sword above his
head, and thrust at his chest with your sword
turning the blade upward.
C Execute a shomenuchi strike with your
sword.
D Thrust again at his chest.

D

Commentary
Make sure to thrust at his chest as he raises
his sword above his head. It is important that
you time your movement correctly so as not to
be late. This way of blending with your partner
is the same as in the tachidori techniques. You
must time your movements with your partner's
in order to be able to execute any tachidori
technique successfully. This is an essential
practice.
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eË«Äz°

A

A t¼gÅÎ·éB
B èª¶«ð¥ÝñÅeÅË¢Ä«½ê
AE«ðEOûÉiß
C E«ð²ÉµÄ¶«ðãûÉJ«A
EèÅ
èÌ¶àIðÅ¿¨ë·B
D ¶¼gÉÈÁÄEèÅèÌãÝðÍÝ
E ¶èÅèÌÊðÅ¿|·B
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Juken tsuki kokyunage

B

C

D

E

A Face your partner in gyaku hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
left foot and thrusts at you with a bayonet,
advance diagonally to the right with your right
foot.
C Pivot on your right foot while bringing your
left foot to the rear and turning your hips and,
at the same time, strike your partner's inside
left elbow downward with your right tegatana.

D Assume left hanmi and grab your partner's
collar from behind with your right hand.
E Throw your partner by striking his face down
with your left tegatana.
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eæèÄz°

A

D
A t¼gÅÎ·éB
B èª¶«ð¥ÝñÅeÅË¢Ä«½ê
AE«ðEOûÉiß
C E«ð²ÆµÄ¶«ðJ«A
ðÐËÁÄÌÌ
ü«ð 180 xÏ¦Èªçeð¼èÅ¬éB
D EIÅèÌ¶IðUßÈªç
E F èð°AeðD¤B

|Cg
Ê^CÌAEèÍèÌ¶IÌº©çeð
¬éB
»ÝÅÍeðp¢¸AñÅ±ÌZÌmÃðµ
Ä¢éB
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Jukendori kokyunage

B

C

E

F

A Face your partner in gyaku hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
left foot and thrusts at you with a bayonet,
advance diagonally to the right with your right
foot.
C Pivot on your right foot while bringing your
left foot to the rear and turning your hips 180
degrees and, at the same time, grab his
bayonet with both hands.
DEFThrow your partner by applying pressure
against his left elbow with your right elbow and
take his bayonet away.

Commentary
In the position shown in photo C, grab his
bayonet from below his left elbow with your
right hand. Nowadays, a staff is used instead
of a bayonet to practice this technique.
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eË«Z³

A

a
1
A t¼gÅÎ·éB
B èª¶«ð¥ÝñÅeÅË¢Ä«½ê
AE«ðEOûÉißÂÂEèÅèÌ¶à
IðÅ¿¨ë·B

A Face your partner in gyaku hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
left foot and thrusts at you with a bayonet,
advance diagonally to the right with your right
foot while striking his inside left elbow
downward with your right tegatana.
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Juken tsuki rokkyo

C

B

b
C E«ð²ÆµÄ¶«ðJ«A
ðÐËÁÄÌÌ
ü«ð 180 xÏ¦ÈªçAeÌº©ç¶èÅ
èÌ¶èð¬èAeÌã©çEèðY¦

C Pivot on your right foot while bringing your
left foot to the rear and turning your hips 180
degrees. At the same time, grab his left hand
from below his bayonet with your left hand, and
place your right hand on his left hand from
above his bayonet.
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eË«Z³

D

E

d

e

D E ¶«ðãëÉø«ÂÂEIÅèÌ¶Ið
UßéB

DE Apply pressure against your partner's left
elbow with your right elbow while stepping to
the rear with your left foot.
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Juken tsuki rokkyo

eÌ\¦

Kamae with juken
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eË«Äz°

A

A ¼gÅÎ·éB
B èª¶«ð¥ÝñÅeÅË¢Ä«½ê
A¶«ð¶ÎßOÉißÂÂ¶èÅèÌÊð
Å¿AEèÅèÌ¶àIðÅÂB
C D ¼èÅeðÍÝA³çÉ¶«ðißÂÂ
E èð|·B
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Juken tsuki kokyunage

B

C

D

E

A Face your partner in ai hanmi.
B When your partner steps forward with his
left foot and thrusts at you with a bayonet,
advance diagonally to the left with your left foot
and execute an atemi to your partner's face
with your left hand while at the same time
striking his inside left elbow with your right
tegatana.

CDE Grab your partner's bayonet with both
your hands and throw him stepping forward
with your left foot.
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eÎe

A
A eðÁÄÎ·éB
B C èªeÅË¢Ä«½êAèªË¢
ÄéÌÉí¹Ä¶«ð¶ÉÚµAèÌ¹ð
ËB
@

|Cg

A Face your partner with a bayonet.
BC When your partner advances forward with
his left foot and thrusts at you with a bayonet,
step to the left with your left foot while blending
with his thrusting movement. Then thrust at
your partner's chest with your bayonet.

Commentary

@±±ÅÍAeÎñÅsÈÁÄ¢éªAeÎ
eÌêÆÜÁ½¯¶Å éB

In the photos shown above, a staff is used
instead of a bayonet. You can execute this
technique with a staff against a bayonet in the
same manner as with a bayonet against a
bayonet.
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Juken tai juken

B

C

eÅË

Thrust to opponents neck with juken
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æèÄz°

A

A t¼gÅÎ·éB
B èª¶«ð¥ÝñÅÅË¢Ä«½êA
E«ðèÌ¶«ÌeÉißA±êð²ÆµÄ¶
«ðJ«AðÐËÁÄÌÌü«ð 180 xÏ¦È
ªçEèÅèÌ¶èñðÅÂB
C ¶èÅðã©ç¬è
D E«ðèÌãûÉ¥ÝÝÂÂA
ErÅè
Ìñðµ|µÈªçðD¤B
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Yaridori kokyunage

B

C

D

b
A Face your partner in gyaku hanmi.
B When your partner advances forward with
his left foot and thrusts at you with a spear,
place your right foot beside your partner's left
foot. Pivot on your right foot while bringing your
left foot to the rear and turning your hips 180
degrees and, at the same time, strike your
partner's left wrist with your right tegatana.

CD Grab his spear from abovewith your left
hand. Step to the rear of your partner with your
right foot and throw him by pushing his neck
to the rear with your right arm. Take his spear
away.
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I®ì

A

A èª¼èÅ±¿çÌ¼èñðÍñÅ«½ê
B ¼èÌwæÉÍðüêA¶«ð¶ÉÚµ
C ¶«ðOûÉ¥ÝÝÂÂ¼èðªãÉUè©
ÔèAðEÉÐËÁÄ 180 xü«ðÏ¦Èªç
¼èðØèº°AèÌÌðãëÉ»ç·B

AB When your partner grabs both your wrists,
extend your fingers and put ki energy into your
fingertips while stepping to the left with your
left foot to assume ai hanmi.
C Advance with your left foot raising both
hands over your head, then turn your hips 180
degrees to the right while cutting down with
both hands. Bend your partner over backward
by bringing your hands down.
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Shumatsu dosa

B

C

1®ì(Shumatsu dosa
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D

E

F

G

D
E
F
G

D Turn to the opposite side and come back to
the initial position.
E Bring your right foot to the right.
F Step forward with your right foot while raising
both hands over your head and turning your
hips 180 degrees to the left.
G Bend your partner over backward by
bringing your hands downward.
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Shumatsu dosa

èÌÌ ðãëÉ»ç· your partner over backwards
èÌÌðãëÉ»ç·(Bending
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A

a
¶àjüPwæjÍü

e¸_WVUí

SjeGVcccc|

X¼èäûjøNnsÂ

i

A ³ÀµÄÎ·éB
èª¼èÅ±¿çÌ¼è
ñðÍñÅ«½ê
B ¼¶ðà¤Éü¯wæÉÍðüêA
ðUè©
Ôéæ¤ÉµÄ
C D EGðißÂÂèðµ|·B

|Cg
@Ê^BÅÍA¼èÔÌ£Í¨æèââL
·éB
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Suwariwaza kokyuho 1

B

C

D
AB Face your partner sitting straight. When
your partner grabs both your wrists from the
side, extend your fingers and put ki energy into
your fingertips while turning both your palms
inward and raising your hands as if cutting with
a sword.
CD Move your right knee forward and throw
your partner by pushing him downward with
both hands.

Commentary
In the position shown in photo B, the distance
between your hands must be a little wider than
the breadth of your shoulders.
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ÀèZÄz@@Q

A

A ³ÀµÄÎ·éBèª¼èÅ±¿çÌ¼è

C ðUè©Ôéæ¤ÉµÄ

ñðº©çÍñÅ¿ã°Ä«½ê

D E EGðißÂÂèðµ|·B

B ¼¶ðO¤ÉÔµwæÉÍðüê
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Suwariwaza kokyuho 2

B

C

D

E

AB Face your partner sitting straight. When
your partner grabs both your wrists from below
and raises them, extend your fingers and put
ki energy into your fingertips while turning your
palms upward.
C Raise both your hands as if cutting with a
sword.

DE Move your right knee forward and throw
your partner by pushing him downward with
both hands.
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ÀèZÄz@@R

A

A ³ÀµÄÎ·éB
èª¼èÅ±¿çÌ¼è

C D EGðißÂÂèðµ|·B

ñðÍñÅ«½ê
B E¶ðà¤Éü¯wæÉÍðüêA
ðUè©
Ôéæ¤ÉµA¶èÍèÌEèÌºÉË«oµ
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Suwariwaza kokyuho 3

C

B

D

b
AB Face your partner sitting straight. When
your partner grabs both your wrists from the
side, extend your fingers and put ki energy into
your fingertips. Turn your right palm inward and
raise it as if cutting with a sword, while
extending your left hand outward from below
your partner's right hand.

CD Move your right knee forward and throw
your partner by pushing him with your right
hand.
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A

A ³ÀµÄÎ·éB
èª¼èÅ±¿çÌ¼è

¼èÈe@t

(NE¶j|X

ñðã©çÍñÅ«½ê
B wæÉÍðüêA
èÌ¼èÌà¤©ç·¢
°éæ¤ÉµÄ¼èðUè©Ôè
C D EGðißÂÂèðµ|·B
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Suwariwaza kokyuho 4

B

C

D
AB Face your partner sitting straight. When
your partner grabs both your wrists from above,
extend your fingers and put ki energy into your
fingertips while raising both your hands on the
inside of your partner's hands as if scooping
something up.

CD Move your right knee forward and throw
your partner by pushing him downward with
both hands.
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]ÍÌ{¬@
ièæèÄz@j

A

B

A t¼gÅèª¼èÅEèñðÍñÅ«½ê
B E«ðèÌ¶«ÌeÉißÂÂ
C ¨AIAðÆµA180 xðÐËÁÄ¶¼
gÉÈèAèÆ¯¶ûüð©éB
D ¼èðã°ÄèÌÌ¨ðöµÈªçE«ð
èÌãûÉißÄ

AB When your partner grabs your right wrist
with both his hands from gyaku hanmi, place
your right foot beside his left foot.
C Lower your shoulder, elbow and hips while
turning your hips 180 degrees to assume left
hanmi, and look in the same direction as your
partner.

E EIÅèÌñðµ¥ÁÄ°|·B

|Cg
@±ÌÙ©ÉàXÌ{¬@ª éB
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Hiriki no yosei (Morotedori kokyuho)

C

D

D Raise both your hands breaking your
partner's balance. Place your right elbow
against your partner's neck while stepping to
his rear with your right foot.
E Throw your partner as though sweeping him
away with your right arm.

Commentary
There are various other practices to develop
elbow power beside this technique.

E

^èæèÄz@ó¯.nÓMv Morotedori kokyuho, uke: K.Watanabe
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MÌ^®

A

D
A èÍ¼èÅ±¿çÌ¼èñðÍÞB
B «Ì®«Í¼èæèlû° ZÌvÌÅ
C èÌwãÉñèÝèÆwí¹ÉÈè

AB When your partner grabs both your wrists,
move your feet in the same manner as in
ryotedori shihonage urawaza.
C Pivot on your left foot and turn to the rear of
your partner standing back to back with him.
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Se no undo

B

C

E

F

D E F ðÆµA¼èÍ¨Ì£ÉL°ÄA
èðw¤B

DEF Lower your hips and bring your partner
onto your back while opening your arms to
shoulder width.
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Aiki Shrine, Iwama
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Takemusu Aikido Technical Series
by Morihiro Saito, 9th dan
Contents:
Exercises (3 techniques)
Ikkyo (16 techniques)
Nikyo (23 techniques)
Sankyo (17 techniques)
Yonkyo (7 techniques)

Takemusu Aikido Volume 1
Background & Basics
US$25.95, 192 pp, Code: TA01

Contents:
Shihonage (32 techniques)
Kotegaeshi (21 techniques)
Iriminage (24 techniques)

Takemusu Aikido Volume 2
More Basics
US$25.95, 176 pp, Code: TA02

Contents:
Kaitennage (7 technique)
Koshinage (34 techniques)
Tenchinage (3 techniques)
Jujinage (4 techniques)
Suwariwaza kokyuho
(5 techniques)
Morotedori kokyuho
(4 techniques)

Takemusu Aikido Volume 3
Bascis Concluded
US$23.95, 144 pp, Code: TA03

Contents:
Shomenuchi (5 techniques)
Yokomenuchi (7 techniques)
Katatedori (11 techniques)
Ryotedori (8 techniques)
Morotedori (6 techniques)
Tsuki (9 techniques)
+ 32 more techniques

Takemusu Aikido Volume 4
Kokyunage
US$27.95, 208 pp, Code: TA04

Shipping: USA US$6 first book, US$1.50 per addl, Canada US$7,
US$1.75 per addl, Foreign Airmail US$9 per tape, $7 per add'l
Payment methods
methods: Visa and MasterCard cards are accepted. Please provide card holder name,
number & expiry date. Also accepted are US$ checks, bank drafts or money orders drawn on
a USA bank or US currency.
Telephone: Toll-free order line +1-800-473-6040.
Fax: +1-310-265-0351. Please provide card holder name, number & expiry date and include
mailing address.
E-mail: Visa and MasterCard credit card orders may be sent to ajmag@earthlink.net. For purposes of security, please send two separate messages, each containing a part of your credit
card information.
Mail: Aiki News, 50-B Peninsula Center PMB #317, Rolling Hills Estates, California 90724, USA.
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The Complete Video Biography of
Aikido Founder Morihei Ueshiba

Six-tape set US$249.95 + s & h, Individual tapes US$49.95 + s & h
 Aiki Budo - 1935 Asahi News film and documentary!
Order code: MV01, 27 min., b&w, US$49.95
 Takemusu Aiki - Rare action from 1952-1958. Amazing display!
Order code: MV02, 28 min., b&w, US$49.95
 Rendez-vous with Adventure - 1958 USA TV documentary.
Order code: MV03, 27 min., b&w, US$49.95
 Way of Harmony - O-Sensei action scenes from 1958-1962
Order code: MV04, 28 min., b&w, US$49.95
 Divine Techniques - Rare footage of Founder from 1962-1969
Order code: MV05, 38 min., b&w and color, US$49.95
 The Founder of Aikido - 1961 Japanese TV documentary in its entirety!
Order code: MV06, 27 min., b & w, US$49.95

Shipping: USA US$6 first tape, US$3 per addl, Canada US$8,
US$4 per addl, Foreign Airmail US$11 per tape
Payment methods
methods: Visa and MasterCard cards are accepted. Please
provide card holder name, number & expiry date. Also accepted are US$
checks, bank drafts or money orders drawn on a USA bank or US currency.
Telephone: Toll-free order line +1-800-473-6040.
Fax: +1-310-265-0351. Please provide card holder name, number & expiry date and include mailing address.
E-mail: Visa and MasterCard credit card orders may be sent to
ajmag@earthlink.net. For purposes of security, please send two separate
messages, each containing a part of your credit card information.
Mail: Aiki News, 50-B Peninsula Center PMB #317, Rolling Hills Estates,
Calif. 90724, USA.
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